WINE

WINE

Lusciously ripe, perfumed black and red raspberry and
cherry fruit, with a long, firm limestone mineral finish.
Rich and light on its feet like a dancer.

LEAP IN G HOR SE C A B E R N E T S A U VI G N O N

$11 / $45

LODI, CALIFORNIA

SP ARKLING

$11 / $45

PINOT NOIR

NIAGARA ONTARIO

WHITE

TAWSE

6 oz / Bottle

Flavours of blackcurrant and cherry, hints of blueberry jam,
eucalyptus and mint, as well as vanilla and coffee notes. Long,
smooth finish that lasts right up until you order your next glass.

VILLA M AR CHESI P R O S E C C O

$11 / $50

VENETO, ITALY
Light and moderately zesty with gentle floral notes and hints of
apple, citrus and tropical fruit aromas. Bubbles dance in your glass.

TAWSE

$11 / $50

R I ES L I NG

TWENTY MILE BENCH, NIAGARA
Notes of lemon curd and peach dominate the nose, balanced
by a hint of sweetness and minerality on the palate.

ECHEV ER RIA

SAUVIGNON BLANC

$11 / $45

CURICO, VALLEY, CHILE

TER R E DEL BAR OLO

PEL A VERGA

$55

A combination of aromas of fresh herbs, green pepper and
tomato leaves, with citric notes of grapefruit and lime, with a
balanced natural acidity.

BAROLO, ITALY
The nose ranges from pepper and lavender to other spices,
packed with body and freshness. This gem is a rare delicacy
that you’ll be talking about tomorrow.

HUMBERT O CANALE

MAL BEC

M OUTON N OIR

FRENCH BLEND

$11 / $55

MUSCADET, SEVRE ET MAINE, FRANCE

$55

A light, silky mouthful of white fruits, citrus and blossoms
with a round, rich, spicy core. Cheers a glass to good health.

PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA
Small, red berries such as blackcurrants, raspberries and prunes
combines with hints of mint on the nose. Like soulful jazz in a glass.

CABER T BER TIOLO

P I NO T GR I G I O

$11 / $45

FRUILI, ITALY

BEER
HEINEKEN
STELLA
CORONA
GOOSE ISLAND IPA

Fruity, balance, with hints of nuts and toasted bread.
Close your eyes and imagine yourself in an Italian vineyard.

$7
$7
$7
$7

TAWSE

$3
$8
$3

CAZAL VIEL

$55

Notes of lemon curd and peach dominate the nose, balanced
by a hint of sweetness and minerality on the palate. Taste the
local love in the glass!

ALCOHOL FREE
JUI C E
MOC K TA IL
POP

CHARDONNAY

NIAGARA ONTARIO

ROSE

RED

6 oz / Bottle

ROSE

SAINT-CHINIAN, FRANCE

Invigorating red fruit flavours with a round, mellow structure, and
fresh nose on the finish.

$55

